White against White(Minutemen v.?) , Black against Black, Brown against

Brown, each group fighting its own kind, believes they have the exclusive
right, after this fight, to go after these Dominant White Governments
around the world. Bear in mind that the minorities groups have never had
the brivilege of receiving white chivalry concept from acts of civilized
methods of war or what is honorable in the sight of suffering.
Next, these Dominant White Governments believe they are safe, by just
getting into their big bird and fly for 6 months till everything quiets
down. Now! whose going to help and keep this big bird in the sky? It better
not be anyone on the ground and don't tell me it is an elite army with
all the latest sophisticated weapons I WAS AT WOUNDED KNEE 1973. To bring
a Gun Boat down is as easy as stealing corn from a corn field. All one
needs is a sling shot and ball bearings. A World War Il Bazooka vintage
makes a total mess. How about those guys that can see in total darkness!
Now thats sophisticated. Can fight and kill in total darkness. All one
needs is a flash camera and not even film for the camera.
War or civilized War has it advantage points as long as it is organize
Unorganized! watch the unknown riseto power over a nation.
Next, they have seven underground cities which are able to maintain
lifestyles for over one year. Now! we’re talking about a subject I know
alittle about having been sent to Federal Prisons on manufactored evidence
for ZO years and was able to writ myself out of prison. Knowledge from
personal experiences, for this Dominant White Government to remain under
ground for the first A5 days, they will be lucky. At the end of 90 days
they will leave for their own personal safety. Ask any Federal Inmate.
Doing isolation tests is alot different then doing it for real.
If you.were to be sentenced for ai serious Federal crime, you would be .taken toa holding center which is on the way to
the prison you will
be serving your Most of the holding centerjg; the government has

